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CONDENSED JULIA SETS, WITH AN APPLICATION

TO A FRACTAL LATTICE MODEL HAMILTONIAN

BY

M. F. BARNSLEY, J. S. GERÓNIMO1 AND A. N. HARRINGTON1

Abstract. The Julia set for the complex rational map z -> z2 - A + e/z, where X

and e are complex parameters, is considered in the limit as e -» 0. The result is called

the condensed Julia set for z -» (z3 - Xz)/z. The limit of balanced measures,

associated functional equations and orthogonal polynomials are considered; it is

shown, for example, that for X > 2 the moments, orthogonal polynomials, and

associated Jacobi matrix,/can be calculated explicitly and are not those belonging to

z2 - X. The spectrum of,/consists of a point spectrum P together with its derived

set. The latter is the Julia set for z1 — X, and carries none of the spectral mass when

X > 2. When X = 2, P is dense in [-2,2]. A similar condensation in the case

X = 15/4 leads to a system which corresponds precisely to the spectrum and density

of states of a two-dimensional Sierpinski gasket model Schrödinger equation.

The basic ideas about condensation of Julia sets in general are described. If R(z)

is a rational transformation of degree greater than one, then condensation can be

attached to

k

*-**(z)+e£(r-«,)~\
i-i

where the y¡ 's and k are finite positive integers and the a, 's are complex numbers. If

oo is an indifferent or attractive fixed point of R(z), then all of the moments of the

associated condensed balanced measure can be calculated explicitly, as can the

orthogonal polynomials when the condensed Julia set is real. Sufficient conditions

for the condensed measure a to be a weak limit of the balanced measures ixE are

given. Functional equations connected to the condensed measure are derived, and it

is noted that their form typifies those encountered in statistical physicä, in connec-

tion with partition functions for Ising hierarchical models.

1. Introduction. Among the many rich directions of study, connected more or less

with Julia sets (see, for example, [DK, Do, DoH, F, Gu, H, J. Ml, M2, MSS, Re, Ru,

Sl-4, T]), there is the theory of moments of balanced measures on these sets [AR,

BaBM, BGH1-7, BH, BGM, BMM1, BMM2, BM, Br, D, FLM, Ma, PK]. The

balanced measure attaches equal weight to each of the inverse branches of the

rational transformation which generates the Julia set. This implies that its power

moments can be calculated explicitly, not only in the case where the generating

rational transformation is a polynomial [BGH1, BMM2], but also under broadly

satisfied additional hypotheses, in the case of rational transformations [BH, BGM].
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The explicit computability of moments has led to applications in a number of areas

including Padé approximation, special functions and orthogonal polynomials. Also

of particular interest has been the discovery of relationships between this topic and

model Schrödinger equations on one-dimensional lattices, involving almost periodic

couplings. Various such models are now understood in a very detailed way: their

spectra are Julia sets, with spectral densities given by the associated balanced

measures; and the analysis can be made complete because the geometry and

topology of the Julia sets involved are well understood, as is the dynamics of these

sets under the generating rational transformation, and the relationship between the

generating rational transformation and the orthogonal polynomials which them-

selves fix the behavior of the (nonlocalized) eigenfunctions. Thus, the exact compu-

tability of moments has already made a good addition to theory of almost periodic

operators [BT, AS].

Also, the functional equations obeyed by the generating functions of the moments

of balanced measures, and certain transforms of these equations, have been shown to

be of interest in statistical physics, in connection with Ising-like hierarchical models

[DDI, NF, Dh, BO, KG].

One apparent weakness, for applications, in the linear operators associated with

balanced measures is that their spectra are either absolutely or singular continuous

and thus no models are obtained which involve point spectra and bound state

eigenfunctions. It was this shortcoming which, in part, motivated the research

described in this paper.

Here we report a new class of sets and measures, which we call condensed Julia

sets and condensed measures, for which a number of the important properties of

Julia sets and balanced measures are preserved. A condensed Julia set C and

condensed measure a are obtained formally by taking limits as e —> 0 of the family

of Julia sets Je and balanced measures jnE attached to a family of rational transforma-

tions of the form

Re(z) = Rl(z)+eR2(z),

where Äi(z) and R2(z) are rational transformations.

Under appropriate conditions, we analyze the structures of C and a, and show

how the moments of a may be calculated explicitly in terms of the coefficients in

Äx(z) and R2(z). The functional equation obeyed by the moment generating

function for a can then be displayed. When C c R, the orthogonal polynomials for a

and the recurrence formulas among them can be given. The associated Jacobi

matrix, with spectrum C and spectral density a, now possesses eigenvalues. This

considerably broadens the areas within which applications may be found: it has led

in particular to an application in connection with a model Schrödinger equation on a

Sierpinski gasket.

In §2 we review the theory of balanced measures on Julia sets, and show how the

moments of such measures ju may be calculated. The formulation of a selfadjoint

operator^, a Jacobi matrix, whose spectral density is /i, is briefly described. The

functional equation obeyed by the spectral function, the moment generating func-

tion and the associated potential function are derived.
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We begin §3 with an example of the condensation process, which involves the

Julia sets Je and balanced measures /¿e for the family of rational transformations

Re(z) = z2 - X + e/z,        X>2,

as e -» 0. The resulting condensed Julia set C, condensed measure a and associated

structures are contrasted with the Julia set /0, balanced measure ¡ti0 and associated

structures corresponding to R0(z). In particular, we compare the nature of the

Jacobi matrix for a with that for /i0, which is of interest because the latter is known

to be limit-periodic and to obey a renormalization equation [BBM].

We conclude §3 by analyzing the general situation: a condensed Julia set and

condensed measure a can be associated with the unreduced rational function

Ä(*>n(*-*i)vn<*-«oY'.
f-i        ¿-i

where the y,'s and n are finite positive integers, the a ¡'s are complex numbers and

R(z) is a rational transformation of degree greater than one. If the Julia set J for

R(z) is hyperbolic [Bl], yt = 1 for / = 1,... ,N, and if the points a¡ belong neither to

J nor to any /c-cycle of R(z), then the condensation may be viewed as coming from

Re(z) = R(z) + eTi(z-aiy-
;=i

in the sense of weak limits. In any case a is well defined and, if oo is an attractive or

indifferent fixed point of R(z), all of its moments exist and can be calculated

recursively.

In §4 we recall the details associated with a model Schrödinger equation on a

Sierpinski gasket, which was analyzed recently by Kadanoff et al. [DABK]. For the

considered model we show that the spectrum of the Schrödinger operator is

essentially the condensed Julia set for

z -> -z-{z + 3) + e(z2- 1)~\

whilst the density of states is a linear combination of the condensed measures for

z ^> -z -(z + 3) + e(z - 1),

z ^> -z -(z + 3) +e(z + 1),

together with a contribution at z = 2. The functional equation obeyed by the

associated spectral function is thus deduced, and shown to be the one obtained by

Rammal [RI, R2] for a similar model.

In conclusion we suspect that many models with an exact renormalization group

are associated with condensed Julia sets for appropriate rational transformations. In

view of the limiting connection between condensed and balanced measures, and the

fact that the latter are associated in some proven cases with almost periodicity, we

believe that similar connections between renormalizable lattice models and almost

periodicity, or at least ideas in the same bailiwick, should appear. Conversely,

information about renormalizable lattice models and their eigenfunctions should

give information about orthogonal polynomials associated with rational transforma-

tions, at least in the condensation limit.
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2. Balanced measures on Julia sets. We recall the theory of balanced measures on

Julia sets, and we derive the associated functional equations. What is given here is

essential to understanding the subsequent parts of the paper.

Let R(z): C -* C denote a rational transformation of the extended complex plane

C = C U {00} into itself, of degree N > 1. Then R(z) = P(z)/Q(z) where P and Q

are nontrivial polynomials, with no common factors, and N = max{deg P, degg}.

Let J denote the Julia set for R(z). J is equal to the set of points at which the

sequence of functions {R"(z)}^=0 is not normal, where R°(z) = z and R" + 1(z) =

R"(R(z)) for n = 0,1,2,_A family of analytic functions F is said to be normal at

a g C if there is a neighborhood of a such that from any infinite sequence of

functions of F, one can extract an infinite subsequence which converges uniformly.

Equivalently, the Julia set J can be defined to be the closure of the set of all

repulsive A>cycles of R for all finite positive integers k. A A>cycle of R is a set of k

distinct points z, G C such that z2 = Ä(z,), z3 = R(z2),. ..,zk = R{zk_x), and z1 =

R(zk). The &-cycle is called repulsive when \dRk(z)/dz\z=z > 1.

7 is a nondenumerable closed set which contains no isolated points. It either has

no interior or else is C. It is completely invariant under R, namely R~1(J) = J,

where R'1 denotes the inverse of R. We will write {a,"1(z)}¿11 to denote a

complete assignment of the branches of R~l(z).

Associated with the action of R on C there is a unique measure ¡u, called the

balanced measure for R, with the properties that jn(C) = 1 and

(1) p(E) = Nii{R-lE)    for/= 1,2,...,*,

for all Borel subsets of C [D]. The support of /t is J, and it associates no measure

with any single point. A consequence of (1) is that if/ g L^C, ¡i), then

(2) //(z)^(z) = l/_   íf{RT\z))d,i{z).
C C   j = 1

A sequence of measures {M(n>}^==o which converges weakly to ft can be constructed

by starting from any probability measure ju<0) on C and defining inductively

(3) it(,,+1)(Är1£) = (l/N)pW(E)    for/ = 1,2,..., N,

for all Borel subsets E of C.

Computation of the moments of \i. In [BH] it is proved that if

t\ R<  i ^ + a,zN^+  ■■■+aN
W Ä(Z)%1Z- + V^+---+^'

where not all of the <b,'s are zero> men z" g L,(C, fi) for all n = 0,1,2,... if and

only if |è,| < 1. This being the case, all of the moments Mn = jz" d¡i{z), n =

0,1,2,..., can be calculated resursively as follows.

Define

c(z)=K-^    if*-1,2,...,*,
*v 10 if k = N + I, N + 2,...,
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and

k-\

(4) Sk{z)=-kCk{z)-Y,Sk_J{z)Ck{z)   for* -1,2,....
7 = 1

If one now writes

m

(5) Sm(z) = Z TmJzJ,
j = 0

where the r   's are independent of z, then

-, m —1

(6) M„ = —— £rm,M,.   form = 1,2,3,....
yv      °i   y-o

This method for computing the moments (M„}f is proved as follows. Using the

property (2) of ft we have

(7) Mm = f_z'"dfí(z) = ^f_   í(Rj\z))mdy.{z).
C C j■= i

But Sm{z) = ¿Zj-1(R~1(z))m is just the mth symmetric function associated with the

roots of the polynomial equation in W,

(8) WN + Cl(z)WN-1 +  ■■■ + CN(z) = 0,

and these functions can be calculated recursively using (4), [G]. Sm(z) is found to be

a polynomial in z of degree at most m, and can be written in the form (5) wherein

Tmm = b™. Upon substituting into (7) we obtain

NMm = j Sjz) d^z) =   I TmjMj + b?Mm
c J=0

from which (6) follows.

Orthogonal polynomials andJacobi matrices. Let R(z) be given by (*), and assume

KRU(oo). Then from the moments {Af„}f=0 one can calculate all of the

orthogonal monic polynomials associated with ft. These are {Pm(z)}™=o, where

P„,(z) is a polynomial of degree m and leading coefficient unity, such that

Í P„(z)Pjz)dli(z) = 0   form*«.

It is straightforward to verify [Sz] that

M0      ■■■        M„

Since the support of /i is nondenumerable, the determinant in the denominator

cannot vanish.

*.(*>-

Mn M„

M.
n-\

1

M2n-l

z"
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The polynomials in turn uniquely determine real numbers an and b„, « g

{0,1,2,...}, where a0 = 0 and a„ > 0 for n > 0, such that P„ + l(z) = (z - b„)Pn(z)

— a2Pn_1(z) (see, for example, [Ak, C]). Such recursion relations have been studied

in [BGH1, 2, 3, 7; BMM1, 2; BM], mainly for cases where R(z) is a polynomial. The

reason for interest in such three-term recursion relations is that they fix a half-

infinite Jacobi matrix

lb0

«1

0

0

*i

0

b,

0

0

a,

whose spectrum is related to fi, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem [BH]. Let R(z) be of the form (*) with |<b,| < 1, and fei/cRu{oo}.

Then the associated Jacobi matrix,/is selfadjoint, with spectrum J and spectral density

¡x.

The last statement in the theorem asserts that

0|(/-z/)-1|0)=/^^l = F(z),       ,*/,

where \j) denotes the column vector with one in the (j + l)th position and zeros

elsewhere, (j\ is its transpose, / is the identity matrix on l2 and F(z) is called the

spectral function associated with,/.

It is proved in [BBM] that bj = 0 (j = 0,1,2,...) for R(z) = z2 - X with X > 3,

while the sequence {a,}JL, is limit periodic. Similar results are proved in [BGH7] for

various other families of polynomial transformations including R(z) = aN+1TN(z/a)

for a > 2, where TN(z) is the Chebychev polynomial of degree N.

Functional equations. We derive the functional equation associated with the

spectral function F(z), the moment generating function g(z) and the potential

function H(z) in the case where R(z) is given by (*) with \b^ < 1.

For zí/, using (2) we have

dp(s) _ J_ f   y ^
' nJ   ¿lZ-R7l(s)F(z)=/^

. 1   f P'{z)

NJ    P(z)-Q(z)sS

N Q(z)

1  P'{z)

N Q(z)

dn(s)

dn(s)

F{R(Z))      NQ(Z)

1   fi'(z)

J   Ri
dix(s)

F(Hz))-i:
N  Q{z)

(z)-s

{R(z)F(R(z))-l}.
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The functional equation obeyed by the spectral function is thus

(9) F(z) = ±i[R'(z)F(R(z))+^]j.

The moment generating function is defined by

and, since g(z) = (l/z)F(l/z), it follows from (9) that

An alternative method to the one described above for calculating the moments of ¡it

(when they exist) is to substitute the possibly formal series g(z) = T.^0Mnz" into

both sides of the latter equation and equate coefficients of powers of z.

The potential function associated with /i is defined by

H(z)= f ln(z-s)dn(s)

when it is possible to specify the branch of the In which is taken as one passes

"about" the set J; see [BGM]. H(z) can be well defined, for example, when J c R or

when R(z) is a polynomial, so that all of / is accessible from oo. In such cases, by

integrating (9) and choosing the integration constant so that H(z) ~ In z near oo, we

find

(11) //(z) = ^{tf(Ä(z))+ln(^)},

where b is the coefficient of the highest power of z in Q(z). We remark that, when

R(z) is a polynomial, exp(//(z)) solves the Böttcher functional equation associated

with R(z) (see [BGH5, BGM]).

Functional equations of the above forms occur in statistical physics [BGM, DDI,

DEE, DH]: one is able to tie in solutions of such equations with the theory of

balanced measures on Julia sets.

3. Condensed Julia sets.

The example z —> (z3 — Xz)/z compared with z -» (z2 — X) for X > 2. We con-

sider what happens in the limit as e -> 0 to the Julia set Je and balanced measure fif

for the rational transformation

ÄE(z) = z2 - X + e/z,       X>2.

We begin by recalling the construction of the Julia set J and balanced measure ¡u for

R(z) = z2 — X. J is the limit of the decreasing sequence of sets J(n) constructed as

follows. /<0) = /(0), where /<0) = {-a, a] with 0 = 1/2+ y/X + 1/4, this being the

largest fixed point of R. Then we define inductively J{n + l) = R~1Ji"\ and it is

readily shown that /(" + 1) c /<"> because/«1» c /<0). We find J{1) = 7a)U /« where
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Figure 1. The successive generations of intervals approximating the Julia set for z2

The numbers in parentheses give the balanced measure of the corresponding intervals.

X with X > 2.

are disjoint intervals, the preimages under the two inverse functions R~1(z) =

± A + z of /(0>. Similarly we find J(n) consists of 2" disjoint intervals /iB)+...++,

/í_"¿+... +_,...,/+++... ++, these being labelled according to the sequence of applica-

tions of R±\z) used to obtain them. For example /<.3>._= ä;1^;1^!1^0')))-

The end points of the intervals at the n th step consist of the set of all points

+ 1/A ± A ± ■ + Ja

where there are (n + 1) plus-or-minus signs. The relationship between successive sets

of intervals is illustrated in Figure 1. Finally, / = D"_1/(n), which is a generalized

Cantor set of Lebesgue measure zero [Br], and which can be considered as the set of

points { + {{X ± \J(X + • • • } where all infinite sequences of plus and minus signs

are included.

A sequence of measures {/¿(n>}^=0 which converge weakly to p can be constructed

as described following (2). /i(0> associates total mass 1 with 7(0), ju(1) associates total

mass 1/2 with each of the intervals I^\..., and ju(n) associates equal mass 1/2" with

each of the 2" intervals that constitute J(n). Notice that since successive generations

of intervals are nested we have

M(/,±"l±...±) = M(m)(^(±i±...±) = l/2"

when m > n.

We now describe the construction of Jc and ¡ie for Re(z) = z2 — X + e/z when

0 < t « 1; see Figure 2. Let 7<0) = [-a - 8, a + 8], where a + 8 is the positive

fixed point of R8(z), so 8 -» 0 as e -> 0. Jc is contained in I(0) since R;lI(0) c 7<0).

Lety<" + 1) = R;lJ(n) so thaty(n + 1) c /<"> and Je = r)™=1Jin) is a triadic Cantor set

of Lebesgue measure zero. Then J(1) = /^u 1^ U l£\ where 7/1' are what they
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Figure 2. Re(x) forX > 2 and 0<e« 1. The Julia set7f is contained approximately in [-a, a] and

can be obtained by inverse iteration.

were above, to order e, and I¿X) is an interval located within a distance of order e

from the origin O, whose length is of order e. We denote the branches of the inverse

of R by R~+\z) and Rq1(z), where R±\z) are approximately what they were above.

At the «th step we obtain 3" disjoint closed intervals, which we label in terms of the

sequence of inverse branches by which they were obtained, according to

r(«)
Iaß-y a^VÍ-^í/«) •••■))

for any sequence of n symbols a, ß,... ,y g { +, 0, — }. We call aß ■ ■ ■ y the code of

I$...y. Notice that any interval whose code contains a zero is of length of order e,

uniformly over all codes. (The uniformity follows from the hyperbolicity of / for

{ + ,"},
■ )),

/(0)
have in common

z2 - X when X > 2.) Notice also that if I$..yS has 8 = 0 while a, ß,...,y

then 1$ yS IS located within a distance of order e from R~1(Rß l( ■ ■ ■ R

uniformly over all codes. Finally notice that if I$..y and I^j}}..y...s

the initial sequence aß ■ ■ ■ y, where n < m, then the latter interval is contained in

the former.

We construct a sequence of measures {n[n)}, converging weakly to the balanced

measure ]Ue, as before. ¡i[n) associates mass 1/3" with each of the 3" obtained at the

«th step. In particular, we discover fit(/^sLYg) = 1/3", where we suppose 6 = 0 and

a, ß,... ,y G { +, — }, so that this mass is concentrated within a distance of order e

from R-\Xß}{ ■ •■ Ry\0) •■•)), see Figure 3.

We now take the limit of Je as e -» 0. Since all intervals in J(n) whose codes

contain zeros shrink to points, we readily find that C = lime_07E consists of the

Julia set / associated with z2 - X, together with the origin O and all its preimages
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o/i) oh) m (»/«)   0/1)   0/i)

Figure 3. The successive generations of intervals approximating the Julia set for z2 - X + e/z. The

numbers in parentheses give the balanced measures of the corresponding intervals.

under R", where R(z) = z2 - X. Thus, the condensed Julia set is C = J U P with

P = {+ {(X ± \[(X ± ■■■ ± ■JX)}, where all finite length chains are included.

Thus C is the same as the closure of P. If we think of/ as being obtained by starting

from [-a, a], taking out the "middle" interval

{-A-i/a , +A- l/S")

followed by taking out the " middles"

(-/x + \fJT^/x , -]/x- A - A~ ),  ( + A - Jx^W, A + A - A~ )
of the remaining pair of intervals, and so on, thus mimicking the usual Cantor set

construction, we see that P consists of a single point lying in each one of the

excluded intervals.

The limiting measure a, to which ¡xe converges weakly as e -» 0, is readily found.

It is given by

oo        2" -,

(12) da(x)=  £    £  -L-9(x-xM)dx,
h = 0   m=l   3

where {x{^')}2^_l denotes the preimages of order n under z2 - X of O, and 8(x)

denotes the Dirac delta function. We call a the condensed measure associated with

z ^> (z3 — Xz)/z: it is illustrated in Figure 4.

o(P)=  I
2"

1,
—     -3/1 + 1

n = 0 J

whence a(7) = 0. For contrast, notice that p(P) = 0 and n(J) = 1, where ju is the

balanced measure for z2 - X. (We think of the condensation process as stealing

measure from J.)

a is not a balanced measure, although it is a weak limit of balanced measures. If

we define the inverse branches of (z3 - Xz)/z for all z by Äf 1(z) = - A + z,
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Il   II       111_
-3L O ¡o

Figure 4. The condensed measure a for (z3 - 4z)/z. The height of the spike above x shows the

amount of measure at that point. This also represents the spectral density for an associated Jacobi matrix,

a(R^{E))

R2\z) = A + z and R3\z) = 0, then

a{R-l(E)) = ^(E) + ^XE(-X),        i = 1,2,

if E * 0 ,

. 0     if E = 0 ,

where Xe(z) denotes the characteristic function of the Borel set £cC. On the other

hand, the property (2) does remain true; namely

(13) (f(z)do(z) = \(   T,f(R7l(z))da(z)
JC -> ■'C    ■    i

= \j.   if{R-\z))da(z)+\f{0),
c ¡=i

as can be verified directly from (12).

Following similar lines to the derivation of (9), we find here, using (13), that the

spectral function F(z) = j(.da(s)/(z - s) obeys the functional equation

F(z) = ¡z.F(z2-X) + 1-.1-.

This is exactly the same as that which is obtained on taking N = 3 and R(z) =

(z3 - Xz)/z, so Q(z) = z in equation (9). (This equation contrasts with F(z) - z ■

F(z2 — X) which is obeyed by the spectral function associated with R(z) = z2 - X.)

Similarly the moment generating function g(z) = /¿ da(s)/(l — sz) obeys
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while the Green's function H(z) = /cln(z - s) da(s) satisfies

1 1
H(z) = -H(z2- \)+-lnz.

These equations could have been deduced directly from (9), (10) and (11), with

R(z) = z2 — X + e/z, by taking weak limits when X > 2. However, their validity

does not rest upon the limiting process, and they are true for the condensed measure

defined by (12) for all values of X, regardless of whether or not J is hyperbolic.

We are also able to calculate the moments of a using the method described in §2

(cf. equations (4)-(6)) provided that R(z) is taken to be (z3 - Xz)/z without

cancellation. The reason is simply that the integration formula (13) holds, and the

symmetric functions

Sm(z)= í{Rjl(z))m

7 = 1

are correctly given by the algorithm (4) with zN + axzN  1 +

and bxzN~l + b2zN~2 +  • • • + bN = z.

In fact, both in the case R(z) = (z3 - Xz)/z and in the case R(z) = z

+ aN = z

=   ,2

-Xz

X we

find that, since the "condensation point" is 0,

S2„(z) = 2-(z + X)",    S2n_l(z) = 0,       n = 1,2,3,...,

so that in the balanced case R(z) = z2 — X the moments M„ = fz" dß are generated

recursively using

(14) M2„ = |/(z + X)'>,    M2„_1 = 0,       n-1,2,...;

while in the condensed case R(z) = (z3 — Xz)/z the moments Mn = fz" da are

generated recursively using

(15) M2„ = \j{z + X)"do, M, 0. 1,2,....

In Table 1 we compare the first six moments in the two cases.

Table 1

M„

1

0

X

0

V-(X + 1)

0

3X2 + X3

M„

1

0

IX
0

§X-(X + f)
0

|X2 + f X3

First six moments Mn of the balanced measure for z2 - X compared with the

corresponding moments M  of the condensed measure for (z3 — Xz)/z.
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For X > 2, since the measure is symmetric about the origin, the Jacobi matrix

associated with the three-term recurrence formula for the orthogonal polynomials is

of the form

0

a2

0

0

0 0

0

0

both in the balanced case, R(z) = z2 — X, and in the condensed case, R(z) =

(z3 - Xz)/z. Denoting the Jacobi matrices in these two cases by./'and^respectively,

and using the identities Mn = (0|</"|0) and Mn = (0|«/n|0>, we obtain from (14)

and (15), respectively,

(16)

and

(17)

(0|/2"|0) = f(0|(/+ X/)"|0),       n = 1,2,3,..

(0|/2"|0) = f(0|(/+ X/)"|0),       n = 1,2,3,.

We now derive from (16) the renormalization equation obeyed by./first obtained

by [BBM], from which can be deduced the recursion relations among the a„'s.

([BBM] shows that the latter implies that {a„}^_, is a limit periodic sequence for

X > 3.) We then contrast this with what happens when the same approach is

followed, starting from (17), to get a relation between^and a transform of it.

Let D denote the decimation operator defined by D*\n) = \2n), where *

denotes the adjoint, so that

D

Notice that DD* = I while

D*D =

/I
0
0
0

0
\ ■

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

/

Then it is readily proved inductively that for ß of the form above (with zero

diagonal)

(0\(Df2D*)"\0) = (0\f2"\0).

Using this in (16), we obtain

(0|(A/2Z>*)"|0) = (0|(/+X/)"|0),       n = 0,1,2,...,
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J_I_L J_Jj_ _L±L

O h.

Figure 5. The spectral density for the tridiagonal matrix Dß2D*\ see text.

from which it follows, since both D<f2D* and (</+ XI) are tridiagonal, that they

are identical. That is,

/     2    i        2
a2 + af

axa2

0

0

axa2

a\ + a\

a3a4

0

0

a3a4

a\ + a2

a.a,,

= Djf2D* = (f+XI)

ÍX

0

0

\ • i

where a0 = 0.

We remark that the latter implies through straightforward algebra the identity

D{^2 — XI) = #D, which was obtained in a different way in [BBM].

We now look at what happens for,/. From (17), following the same line, we find

(18) (0|(D/2£>*)"|0) = f(0|(/+\/)"|0),       « = 1,2,3,....

Although both Dß2D* and (f+ XI) are tridiagonal, this equation does not allow

us to deduce a simple relation between the two operators, in contrast to the previous

case. All we can deduce is that the spectral density of Dß2D* is 2/3 times that of

f + XI plus a point mass of 1/3 at the origin; see Figure 5.

Equation (18) can be used to calculate the coefficients ¿r„ occurring ix\ß. Some

computed values are given in Table 2, together with corresponding values an for

z2 — X, when X = 2.
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Table 2

äl

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

4/3

4/3

2/3

5/3

3/5

16/15

5/6

7/4
.535

1.01

Recurrence coefficients ä„ associated with the condensed measure for

(z3 - 2z)/z. The spectrum of^in this case is [-2,2], which contains a dense

forest of eigenvalues. The a„'s are the corresponding values for the balanced

measure dß(x) = w'1 ■ (2 - x2yl/1, x e [-2,2], associated with z2 - 2.

The asymptotic behavior of the ¿¡„'s is an open question.

Condensed Julia sets and condensed measures in general. The procedure described

for the example z ^> z2 — X + e/z is readily generalized in several ways. Let

R(z) = P(z)/Q(z) denote any rational transformation of degree N > 1, where

there are no common factors between the polynomials P and Q. Then a condensed

Julia set C and a condensed measure a may be associated with the unreduced

rational fraction

R(z)

k

; = 1
<oYvn(*¿-i atY

where the y,'s and k are finite positive integers, and a, e C for i = l,2,...,jfc. We

assume that none of the a,'s is an exceptional point, in the nomenclature of Brolin

[Br]. Then we define C to be the closure of the set P of all preimages of finite order

under R of the a¡; and, because of the last assumption, C = P U J, where J is the

Julia set for R(z). We call a, a condensation point of order y¡, and we call R the

generator of the condensed Julia set.

The condensed measure associates mass with the set P as follows. Let M = E*_j ys,

and let an inverse image of order n under R of as be denoted by

RTl(Rjl-R-1(a.)-)'- ij-m(n)

where {R: l(z)}^ml is a complete assignment of branches of R  l. When n

this expression to mean just as. Assuming that

0, take

u .iy---/n(n)

ij- ■ ■ m(n)
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contains no cycles or branch points of R   \ we define a by

(t) a(ß/"'<"») = y,/(M + /V)" + 1.

In the case where P contains branch points or cycles, the total mass attached to the

"coalesced points" is summed. Finally, a assigns no measure to any set E such that

E n P = 0. a is normalized since

*     ~ ysN" M       *  (     N     Y'

Under appropriate conditions one can prove that a and C are related by "a

condensation process' associated with the limit as e —> 0 of the family of rational

transformations

k

R(z,e) = R(z)+eZ(z-adyy',
5=1

as the following theorem shows.

Theorem. Let R(z) be a rational transformation of degree N with hyperbolic Julia

set J, and let [a ¡}fL\ be condensation points oforder one, with a ¡ £ J for i = 1,2,...,M,

where no a¡ is a critical point of R(z), and no ai belongs to a k-cycle of R(z) for any

finite k. Let Je and ¡tiE denote respectively the Julia set and balanced measure associated

with

M

R{z,e) = R{z) + eYJ(z-asy\
.5=1

and let C and a denote respectively the condensed Julia set and condensed measure for

the unreduced rational fraction

M M

Ä(*)-n(*-«,)/n (*-«,)•
î-i       ,v=i

Then limt_0/e = C and, for any f ^ %(£),

lim ff(z) dn,(z) = //(z) do.

Proof. We prove the theorem in the special case R(z, e) = R(z) + e/z, where

\R'(z)\ ss k > 1 for all z g J, 0 <£ J, R'(0) # 0, and the origin O is not a A:-cycle of R

for an finite A:. Let {R~i(z)}'¡J=l be any complete assignment of branches of R l,

and let {Rj1(z, e)}jLV denote a corresponding assignment of branches of the

inverse of R(z, e), chosen so that Rj1(z, e) -» Rjl(z) iorj = 1,2,...,*, uniformly

on any closed set which excludes all of the critical values of R(z, e) for all e

sufficiently small. The branch R^+^z, e) is discussed below.

In order to relate Je and jttf to C and a, we seek a nonempty open set Mc lying close

to Je, such that R~l(Mi!, e) c MF. The latter condition ensures Je c Me. By construc-

tion, Mf also lies close to C = J U P, where P is the origin together with its

preimages under R.
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Since \R'(z)\ > k > 1 on J, it follows that for all sufficiently small e > 0, there is

a neighborhood Ns of J such that R,"^*«, ê) c Ns for /'= 1,2,...,*, for all

0 < è < e, where 8 -* 0 as e -» 0, and where d(Ns, J) < e. Here d(A, B) denotes

the Hausdorff metric which measures the distance between subsets of A and B of C

according to

d(A, B) = Max Mind{a, b) + Max Mind(a, b),
aeA    beB b^B    a^A

where d(a, b) is the distance between points a and b on C (Poincaré metric). (We

remark that by inverse iterating Ns under all possible chains of inverses made from

composing Rjl(z,e) for j' = 1,2,...,*, one obtains a decreasing family of sets

which converges to the " restricted inverse Julia set" Je, which itself converges to J as

£ -* 0.)

Let CE denote a circle of center O and radius \[ë. e is assumed to be so small that

Ce contains no attractive &-cycle of R(z, e) for any k. Then R(Ce, e) is readily shown

to be contained in the complement of a circle 5e whose center is R(0) and whose

radius is of order ye\ Since O G / we can ensure that Sc does not intersect * by

choosing e small enough. It follows that

(19) R-\l(C\Sc,e)ciCt.

We now construct Me by taking the union of Ne with Ce and all of the preimages of

all orders of Ce under R(z, e). If we define

cr" = r-1{r;1 ■ ■ ■ R-k'K) ■■■),    c? = ce,

for i, j,...,k G {1,2,... ,* + 1}, these being inverse branches of R(z, e), then

(20) mc = nsu    (J   cy-k.
'•J.k

Now notice that the inverse images of all orders under R(z) of O stay strictly

away from R(0) (otherwise O would have to belong to a /c-cycle of R(z)), whence by

continuity and using the fact that J is hyperbolic for R, we must have

U     qj-k\nse= 0,
•i,j_ter '

where T = [i, j,. ..,k: i ¥= N + l,j =t N + l,...,k ¥= N + 1} when e is sufficiently

small. From this together with (19) it follows that any C'J'k, whose code ij ■ ■ ■ k

contains an (Af + 1) in the /th position, is contained in the c^'k whose code is

obtained by keeping only the first (/ — 1) symbols. Consequently,

U   c,"-*"- U cy-*
¡¡■■•keT ij--k

when e is sufficiently small.

Also observe from the hyperbolicity of J with respect to R that C'^ "k c Ns when

ij ••■ k e T and the code is sufficiently long. (The requisite length will increase with

decreasing e.) It follows that

Mt = NsU U C!J "*
finitely many ij-k^T

and that R~l(Mc, e) c Me for all sufficiently small e. It follows that/,, c Me.
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Figure 6. Qualitative picture of the Julia set for z -» z2 - 1 + e/z for small e > 0.

Now notice that C¿'J~'"k has a diameter of order \/e, uniformly over all codes in T.

Hence d(Me, Jc) -* 0 as e -» 0. Also notice that

d(R71{RJ1---Rk\0)---),Crk)

is of order \/e, where inverse branches of R(z) are used, uniformly over any finite set

of codes in T. Hence D(Me, C) — 0 as e -> 0. We now have ¿(/£, C) < d(/t, ME) +

d(Me, C), where the right-hand side goes to zero with e. This proves Mme_0Je = C.

To prove the weak convergence it suffices to prove pe(E) -* a(E) for any open

set £cC. Since /iE(*E) -» 0 as e -> 0 and S -> 0 and a(J) = 0, it suffices to

suppose J C\ E = 0. It then follows that \P n £| is finite. Let S denote the set of

codes corresponding to the inverse images of O under [R~1(z)}y'=l. Choose e so

small that C{J"k c E for all ij ■ • ■ k G S, for all ê < e. Then ¡ic{E) = a(E) for all

ê < e.    Q.E.D.

In Figure 6, we sketch Jc for z 2 — z + e/z.

It has been proved by Demko [D] under much more general conditions, that one

has a weak convergence theorem of the type given above. In such cases, it follows

that an algorithm for the calculation of the moments of a (assuming that they exist

—see below), together with the functional equations obeyed by the spectral function,

the moment generating function and, the potential function, are correctly given by

taking limits as e -» 0 in those for iiE; namely, in these conditions, one only needs to

replace R(z) by

k k

R{z)-Y\U-aiy/i\{z-aiy
/=1 ;=1

without cancellation to obtain the correct expression. In fact, the algorithm and

functional equations obtained in this manner are right in all cases, as the following

discussion shows.
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Although the measure a is not balanced, it follows from its definition that it obeys

the equation

, N+M

(21) jf{z)do{z) = w^i   £   Jf(R~\z))da(z)

= ̂ [h(R7\z))do(z)+Íyjf(a^,

where for / = 1,2,... ,*, the {R~1(z)} denote the branches of the inverse of R(z),

and the remaining functions are defined by

R-Nl+l(z) = R-N\2(z) - • • • - R?+yi(z) = av

RN+yi + i(z) = RN+y¡ + 2(z) = • • •  = RN+yi + y2(z) = a2,

RN+yk^i + l(Z) = RTi + y^t + zi2) =   ■■■   = R^+M{z) = ak

for all z, these representing the "inverses" of

r(z). n (z - a,) vn (*-«,)*■
l-l 1 = 1

Equation (21) shows, just as it did in the case of z -> (z3 — Xz)/z, that as long as

deg P > deg Q and the moments exist, they can be calculated using (4), (5), and (6)

withz^ + alzN^x + ■•• + aN replaced by

p(z)h^-^y,i-i
bxzN~l + b2zN~2 + ••• + bN replaced by

Qi^hiz-ay,
, = i

and N replaced by N + M.

Similarly, we find that the functional equations connected with the condensed

measure are always as follows. The spectral function

obeys

F(z) = -ÑTmr'{z)f{ríz)) + Îln(U{z - ö-)7'ö(2))-

The moment generating function
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¿inín(W-flíre(w)]
Jw-l/zj

obeys

(   v        _J_f R'(l/z)    (      1      \     1

gUj      * +A/\z/î(l/z)g(R(l/z) j + z

When it can be well defined, the potential function

H(z)= f ln(z - s)da(s)
Jc

obeys

H{z) = ñTm{h{r{z)) + ln(ô(z) ,0,(z - a'y'

We notice  the following feature which  involves  superposition of condensed

measures. Suppose a, and a2 are associated respectively with

R(z)h(z-a,yvt\(z-ai)\       R(z) f\ (z - a,) */fl (* ," a,)*,
i=i i=i /=i i=i

where £*_, y, = Ef_ ! y, = M. Let

í/a^í) + Ja2(s)

FU)-f-
(2-1) ■

Then

F(z) = jvTm{*'(z)f(*(z))+1in((ô(-))2n(- - «*rn(* - a*)*)}.

Next we turn our attention to a modification of the definition (1) of balanced

measures, which applies to a condensed measure a. Directly from the definition (f)

we have

(**) o(R-i(E)) = a(E)/(N+ M)

for any branch Rf1, i = 1,2,...,*, and any Borel subset E such that ay is not an

element of R~l(E) îorj = 1,2,... ,k. In [BH] we derived a theorem on the existence

and nonexistence of moments of balanced measures based entirely on formula (1) in

a special situation. We only need E to lie in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a

fixed point c of R, and we consider only the branch of R~x which has c as a fixed

point. Equation (**) for condensed measures applies in such a situation if we take

c = oo, which is separated from the points a¡. All the proof is the same except that N

is replaced by N + M. Here we restate a special case of Theorem 1 in [BH], but for

condensed measures.

Theorem. Let a be the condensed measure for

(t) Ä(*)n(*-«,)vn (*-«,)*,i=i        i-i
where R(z) = (zN + axzN'1 + ■ ■ ■ + aN)/(b1zN-1 + ■ ■ ■ + bN). Then the mo-

ments

Mn= fz"da,        n = 0,1,2,...,

exist if and only if\bx\ < 1.
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Figure 7. Construction of a Sierpinski lattice, (a) Shows three sites on the largest scale. The boundary

conditions identify the corners 2 and 3. (b) By inserting three sites into each of the triangles in (a) the

/; = 1 lattice is obtained, (c) Shows the continuation of the procedure at the « = 2 level. In a similar

manner the « = 3,4, 5,... lattices are constructed.

Let us suppose that C is the condensed Julia set associated with (f ) such that the

moments all exist, and such that C c R u {oo}. Then the corresponding orthogonal

polynomials, three-term-recurrence formulas and Jacobi matrix ß can all be ob-

tained. Again following [BH] we find that ß is selfadjoint with spectrum C and

spectral density a.

Condensation leads to no spectral mass associated with the limit points of the

point spectra. Other related processes, whereby different branches of the inverse of

Re(z) are followed with different probabilities, can lead to some spectral mass

residing on the derived set of the point spectra.

4. Schrodinger equation on a Sierpinski lattice. Following [DABK] we consider the

sequence of fractal lattices shown in Figure 7.

The boundary conditions used identify the corners of the two triangles on the

largest scale. The lattice associated with the lower triangle in (a) is generated by

inserting three sites that form a small down pointing triangle into each up pointing

triangle. Stopping after any finite number n of such insertions, we consider the

so-called tight-binding eigenvalue equation in l2,

(22) tf|*>=e|*>,

where e is a dimensionless energy, associated with the Hamiltonian

*=-      E      {lOOi + L/X'i}-
nearest neighbors

Alternatively, one can consider a system of identical masses m placed at the sites

of the lattice and connected by springs of strength k. The masses move only in a

direction orthogonal to the space of the lattice. If one uses a = mu2/k to denote a

reduced squared frequency and U}e'al (t = time) the displacement of the^'th mass at
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time t, then the equations of motion are

aU, = £ m- Uj)
sitesj connected to i

which is an eigenvalue problem equivalent to (22) with a — 1 = e.

The recursion relation from which the spectrum of * is calculated is obtained by

expressing a Schur complement decomposition of the Hamiltonian *<n) at the nth

step in terms of H("~l). Following [DABK], the lattice at the nth generation is

divided into two sublattices, and correspondingly the Hilbert space at the nth

generation is decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces denotes "1" and "2." The

set "1" is associated with the sites of the (n - l)th lattice, while "2" is associated

with those sites added to obtain the nth lattice from the (n - l)th. Denoting the

projection of an eigenfunction \\pin)) of H(n) onto the two subspaces by |i/'<1">> and

It/4'0), the eigenvalue equation can be written

///<{" HgAhwy

Uli0    Hg]\\W)i
Assuming that e is not an eigenvalue of H^2\ we obtain from the second equation

l^"))-(«-^"))"1^ÍTW)>,

and, substituting from this into the first equation,

[#<») + #(»)(, _ H^y1H^]\^)=e\^).

From the last equation, it follows that if e is not an eigenvalue of H¡2\ namely

e £ { -2,1}, then it is an eigenvalue of H(n) if and only if it is an eigenvalue of the

Schur complement operator //n"> + H^\e - H^yxH^\

What Kadanoff et al. [DABK] show is the remarkable identity

If<«) +   i/(n)[p _   W(«>1 ~1ff(«) = _—_/ + _2 -  E_ff(n-l)
Hn+Hu[e     H22\     H2l       (e + 2)(£_1)/+(e + 2)(£_1)^ •

i*i'0;

For e to be an eigenvalue of this it must be a root of

det H("-l) + -,-^-r/ - el
(2 + e)(e-l) (e + 2)(e-   1)

£- 2

(£+2)(£-l)
Det[H("-l) + e(e + 3)/].

Hence the spectrum of H(n) consists of {2} together with the preimages of order

one under z -» -z ■ (z + 3) of the spectrum of H(n~l), with the possible exclusion

of preimages in {1, -2}. Since the spectrum of *(0) is {-4,2}, since -4 is a fixed

point of z -» -z • (z + 3), and since 2 is obtained for all values of n, it would

appear at first sight that the spectrum of H(n) consists of {-4,2} together with all

their preimages of all orders up to and including order n, and consequently that the

spectrum of \imn^xH{n), appropriately interpreted, should be the condensed Julia

set for z -» -z • (z + 3) + e(z - 2yl + e(z + 4)"1. This is not quite the case,
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however, because of the occurrence of the exceptional value 1 among the preimages

of - 4 and of the exceptional value - 2 among the preimages of 2. The spectrum of

H(n> for n 3* 2 actually consists of

{ -4,2} U {preimages of order (n - 1) of -2}

U {all preimages of order < (n - l)of ±1}.

Hence, the spectrum of \imn_^xH{n) is actually CU {-4,2}, where C is the

condensed Julia set for z -» —z • (z + 3) + e(z2 — l)-1.

The density of states p("'(e) for the Hamiltonian H(n) is obtained by counting the

number of states N("\e) with energy £ at the nth step, and then normalizing using

the fact that H(") is associated with a Hubert space of dimension 3"+1, so that

p<">(£) = A/(">(e)/3" + 1. Finally, p(e) = Limn_0Op(")(e).

In [DABK] it is proved that

(l)jy(n)(-4)= 1 for all n,

(2)A/(">(2)= 3" for all n,

(3)*<">(1)= 3"-1 + 1 for all n,

(4)A/(,,)(-2) = Owhenn # 1, and = 1 when n = 1,

(5) for all other values of £, A"'"(e) = *("_1)(-e • (« + 3)).

From these values we readily conclude that

(l)p(-4) = 0,

(2) P(2) = i
(3)p(l)=i

(4)p(-2) = 0,
(5)p(e)=ip(-e-(e + 3)).

Let us state this conclusion slightly differently, p associates mass £ with -1, mass

(3X9) with each of its two preimages of order 1 under —z-(z + 3),... ,mass(})" • (5)

with each of its 2" preimages of order n under -z • (z + 3),_Let us call this

measure px(e). p also associates mass ^ with +1, mass (})(i) with each of its two

preimages of order 1 under  —z-(z + 3),.. .,mass(})" • (\) with each of its 2"

preimages of order n under — z • (z + 3),_Let us call this measure p2(e). Finally

p associates mass \ with 2; so that p(e) = p,(e) + p2(e) + \8{e — 2). Let ax = 3p,

and a2 = 3p2. Then ol and a2 are the condensed measures for

-z-(z + 3)(z + l)/(z + 1)    and    -z-(z + 3)(z - l)/(z - 1),

respectively. Let Hx(z) and H2(z) denote the corresponding potential functions,

Hi(z)= Jln(z - s) do¡(s). Then

tf1(z) = }//1(-z-(z + 3)) + jln(z + l),

ff2(z) = i#2(-z-(z + 3)) + iln(z-l);

whence if

H(z) = \(Hx(z) + H2(z)) = /(ln(z - s))(dPl(s) + dp2(s)),

we obtain

H(z) = \H{-z -(z + 3)) + iln(z2 - 1).
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Finally, putting

H(z) = H(z)+ }ln(z-2) = f \n(z - s) dp{s)

we find

(z-2)3-(l-z)\

(z + 3) /'

which is the functional equation predicted by Rammal [RI, R2], when one notes that

his measure has total mass — \. Rammal uses a different method, derived from

statistical mechanics arguments.

We remark that z —> — z • (z + 3) is equivalent to z -* z2 — X with X = ^, upon

making a conjugacy transformation z —> — z — \.
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